Transition To Brown: Definition of Issues

**Academics**

1) Issue of Grade Anxiety - need to get 4.0
2) Excessive Pre-professionalism
3) Social Science Humanities anxiety
4) Behavioural difference from high school - Importance of assertiveness

**Parents**

1) How deal with parental pressure
   a) grades b) sex c) dope d) alcohol e) smoking f) interracia( rel.
2) Change in relationship
   a) newfound independence, speaking own mind
   b) different hours
3) Guilt from parents
   a) financial assistance

The change in relationship w/ parents is positive thing. Expect some confrontation. Parents eventually come around. How open can you be? How open do you need to be?

**Male-Female**

1) Female - What do people think of you?
   a) Suzy Wong concept b) actually exploitative
   b) Twice as nice
   c) How deal with stereotypes?
2) Male -
   a) muck and wild vs. kung fu fighting / Fu Manchu
   b) How deal not considered virile in western society?
3) Interracial dating
   a) White
   b) Black
   c) Status
4) Racial dating
   a) upper class male syndrom
   b) status